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‘Humble’ New Pope Making Firm
Push for One-World Religion
The new pope Francis has
only been in office for about a
year, but has laid much groundwork for the prophesied oneworld religion.
He has the Anglican Archbishop eating out of his hand,
made nice with the Orthodox
Metropolitan, assured Muslims
that Allah and Jehovah are one
and the same, pledged a continued romance with the Jews,
and persuaded some evangelical Protestants to agree that
“Luther’s protest is over!”
In a recent mutual admiSee One-World page 8

Argentine Evangelical Protestant pastors
pray over a kneeling Cardinal Jorge
Bergoglio at a “unity” meeting in a
stadium in Buenos Aires in 2006, before
he became Pope Francis I.

Bitterness Finally Solved —at Age 85
Mike Cahill works for an airline and
uses Chick tracts to witness in many
places here and in other countries.
However, he relates this recent story that
happened in his home church:
In our church was a secretary working
for FedEx Ground who was a faithful
witness. Rose kept a wicker basket of
tracts on her desk and was very vocal
about the gospel. However, in her late
50s, she had a stroke and was confined
to a care facility for four months while
recuperating.
In the facility was an 85-year-old
woman from Poland named Mary. Rose
befriended her and asked Mike to talk to
her. So, he and his wife set up a Saturday
morning visit to the care facility and
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“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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‘Unity’ —Lubricated by Emotion
Regardless of where you stand on the you. From brother to
Charismatic Movement, whether it was brother, I embrace
initially a move of God, or a false revival you. Thank you.”
One of the criticisms
plotted by Jesuits, or worse, it presently is
being used as a main tool to draw evan- of the Charismatic
gelicals into the ecumenical river. Current Movement is that they
evidence includes a recent pastor’s confer- have abandoned truth
for emotion. Looking
ence held by Kenneth Copeland.
Featured in the conference was back over their 50
#220 - $12.95
Episcopal Bishop Tony Palmer, who has years of history,
288 pages
worked extensively in Copeland’s inter- there is no doubt that
paperback
national ministries. He is also a long-time emotion has clouded
personal friend of Archbishop Jorge Mario their vision and the pope is continuing to
Bergoglio, now Pope Francis I. Palmer capitalize on this.
The millions who died at the hands of
mentioned to the pope that he was attending Copeland’s conference and the pope the popes were only the result of “missuggested that they record a video message understandings” based on “diverse traditions.” Now, all we need do is give “spirifrom Francis to the Copeland pastors.
Palmer used his cell phone to film an tual hugs” all around and put on the yoke.
Never mind that our “yoke
impromptu greeting that
fellow” has a different gospel,
Palmer played for the confera wafer Jesus and adores a
ence. The pope starts out with
THE LAST
Virgin Mary goddess. Once the
the scripture to love God and
GENERATION
yoke is firmly in place, we will
love your neighbor and right
discover that we are strapped
away redefines all “neighbors”
to the Beast of Revelation 13.
as “brother and sister,” includAt the end of the pope’s message,
ing Palmer as “my bishop brother.” He
acknowledges that he and his listeners are Copeland invited Palmer to the stage where
“separated” because of “misunderstand- he used his cell phone to video a response.
ings throughout history.” He claims to be He led the pastors in enthusiastic prayer
“…yearning that this separation comes to for the pope, using Ephesians 4:13 to stress
an end and gives us communion. …And their pledge for “unity.”
In Palmer’s speech to the conference, he
we have diverse traditions. But we have to
declared: “The Catholic and Charismatic
encounter one another as brothers.”
The pope is known for his humble Renewal is the hope of the Church.” The
warmth and he turns it on at the end of his crowd cheered, as he asked, “Brothers and
message: “And let us pray to the Lord that sisters, Luther’s protest is over. Is yours?”
Of course, this was an early theme of the
He unites us all. Come
on, we are brothers. Charismatic Renewal when Paul Crouch
Let’s give each other was hosting Roman priests on the Trinity
a spiritual hug and let Broadcasting Network. At one point he
God complete the work stated that he was discontinuing use of the
that He has begun. word “Protestant” since he no longer saw
And this is a miracle; the need to protest anything about Roman
the miracle of unity Catholicism.
Since few in the church now believe
has begun…. He will
complete this miracle that Rome is the harlot of Revelation 17
#153 - $6.50
$6 50
of unity. I ask you to & 18, the door is wide open to this decep96 pages
bless me, and I bless
paperback
See Unity... page 14
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Tim Berends is willing to go anywhere, even to a Muslim gathering in Detroit,
to sow God’s message of love.

Before we can reap, we must sow.
There are still people willing to do the hard
work of sowing the seed of the Gospel,
even if it is someone else who reaps.
That’s why our churches are not empty.
Where are YOU willing to sow?

CHICK TRACTS GET

READ!
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Doubt the Bible? Check Out God’s
Promise to Israel
Israel. What to do with Israel?? Never in
the history of the world has such a postage
stamp of real estate had so many rich and
powerful scratching their heads. How could
this ancient tribe of a few million people
disrupt the tranquility of the whole planet?
Atheists,
humanists,
evolutionists,
environmentalists, and others who are
depending on world government to save
the earth, say, Away with this stubborn
little clan. What’s Jerusalem got to do
with anything? Why don’t they just all go
somewhere in Argentina to do their thing
and leave us in peace?
Others, who claim belief in some kind
of a god, say, Give it up! God is through
with you because you rejected the Messiah.
Go away so we can transform your angry,
judgmental God into a warm, fuzzy deity
that everyone can worship.
So, what is the key to all this confusion?
A book. It’s called the Bible. Ignore the
Bible, and nothing about Israel makes sense.
Examine the biblical history of Israel’s
beginnings and the immaculate fulfillment
of its prophecies and it all snaps into focus.
Author John P. McTernan, in his latest
book, As America Has Done To Israel,
outlines Israel’s unique history of survival
in contrast to all other ancient tribes who
have long lost their identity. He sees this

history, combined
with current events,
as proof, both of the
divine inspiration
of the Bible and
the existence of the
biblical God.
McTernan details
#1289 - $14.99
how, in contrast to
240 pages
most of the nations
paperback
in history, America
mostly provided a safe haven for the Jews.
Except for a period before World War II,
Jews were welcome to come and enjoy all
the freedoms of other Americans. But he
points out that God’s promise to Abraham
in Genesis 12:3 is a two-sided coin: “I will
bless them that bless thee, and curse him
that curseth thee.”
On the one hand, no other nation in history,
except Israel under Solomon, has enjoyed
such pervasive prosperity like America did
when she welcomed the Jews. In contrast,
when America offended the Jews, God’s
jealousy of His people brought quick and
destructive chastisement. McTernan shows
that, over and over, punishment came within
hours after America’s leaders failed to bless
the nation of Israel or the Jewish people.
He lists dozens of stories of this
See Israel... page 12

No Place for ‘Fundamentalists’ in
Pope’s ‘Brave New World’
So, as the prophesied one-world religion (and government) emerges, who are
the bad guys opposing this wonderful
“unity?” We see a hint in the pope’s
comment about Islam’s problem: “Faced
with disconcerting episodes of violent
fundamentalism, our respect for true followers of Islam should lead us to avoid
hateful generalizations, for authentic
Islam and the proper reading of the Qur’an

are opposed to every form of violence.”
Here, the pope is echoing the sentiment of the western political world that
it is just some fringe extremists that are
to blame for Islam’s meanness. And the
operative word here is “fundamentalism.” How interesting that the evangelical world is increasingly frowning at
Christian “fundamentalists.” In the pope’s
See Fundamentalists... page 7
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Is America on a collision course
with

GOD?

Read free excerpts:
chick.com/Israel
• Roosevelt’s fatal
mistake
• Pres. Bush’s
house damaged

Through a step-by-step analysis of political events, author
John P. McTernan proves that
God still brings swift judgment
on those who betray Israel.
In every case where America
has failed Israel, it has faced
dramatic consequences, often
within 24 hours. (Author gives
many examples.)
Paperback
Item #1289

320 pages
$14.99
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Missionaries Use Saturation Blitzes
to ‘Seed’ a City
How do you reach a city of 2 million+
with the gospel? After several years of
groundwork in Juarez, Mexico, Missionary
Tim Urling is on a roll. His strategy:
massive literature saturation, followed by
evening open air meetings and solid local
churches for the converts. Twice a year,
Urling invites interested Christians from
the states to come south of the border for
half a week of intense outreach. The local

believers and churches in Juarez team with
the Americans to carry out these exciting
campaigns.
Armed with a truck load of Chick tracts,
teams invade the city center handing
out as many as 10,000 tracts an hour
in some places. Busy intersections are a
favorite location where waiting drivers

See Saturation Blitz... page 10

Bitterness Solved...
From page 1
brought along a pizza. In a private room
they met and Mike thought that Mary might
be Jewish but asked about her story.
She had been in Poland when the Soviets
invaded and hauled her, with a quartermillion other
people, off to
FLIGHT 144
prison in Siberia.
As a young
woman, she was
horribly abused
and emotionally scarred for life. Later, she
was returned to a work camp in Germany
and ended up in the US for 60 years after
the war ended. It turned out that Mary was
an active Roman Catholic.
Mike had prayed, before going, for
guidance on which tract to take. Thinking
that the lady might be Jewish, he looked
for a copy of Love the Jewish People but
did not feel that it was right. “I normally
take This Was Your Life and always
take Flight 144. As I looked over my
assortment, the tract Sorry stood out,” Mike
recalls.
Bitterness laced Mary’s story not only
over the abuse in the war prison, but the fact
that her son was in jail for driving under
the influence,
and a daughter
LOVE THE
was married to
JEWISH
a homosexual.
PEOPLE
Catholicism had
failed to bring

THIS
WAS
YOUR
LIFE!

her peace even
though, at one
point, when in Poland, she
met and spoke to Cardinal Karol Wojtyła,
who later became Pope John Paul II.
She parroted the standard Roman
Catholic teaching that “the Bible is too
hard to understand, so you have to rely on
the ‘church’ for salvation.”
The little group talked for about an hour,
planting seed but felt that it was not time
to push. Mary thanked them for the pizza
and the visit.
Mike gave the copy of Sorry to Mary and
they left. Since the tract dealt with someone
in prison, it was obvious why the Spirit had
prompted Mike to select it, since Mary’s
son was currently incarcerated.
Later, an excited call came from Rose:
Mary had read the tract —twice, and
prayed the prayer
in the back to
accept Christ and
SORRY
commit her life
to Jesus. Rose
said Mary was
treasuring the tract for the hope that the
gospel had given her, that she had not found
as a Roman Catholic.
Rose realized that, without her stroke and
recovery in that care facility, Mary might
have been eternally lost. Sometimes our
comfort is less important than a lost soul
who is open to the gospel.
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Fundamentalists...
From page 4
view, only fundamentalist Muslims are Ideology is defined
bad. “Authentic Islam” is really nice if by Webster as “a set
you properly read the Qur’an. Of course, of ideas and beliefs.”
Christian “fundamentalists” also fail to Thus, everyone has an
properly read the Bible, according to the ideology. If someone
pope’s interpretation of it. But, never declares an ideology
#220 - $12.95
fear, the modern bibles are slowly coming to be bad, then it must
288 pages
around to the Pope’s interpretation.
just be one that he dispaperback
So, who are these “fundamentalists?” It agrees with.
all comes back to a book. For Muslims, it’s
So it really comes down to anyone who
the Qur’an. For Christians, it is the Bible. believes in a literal interpretation of the
By definition, a fundamentalist adheres Bible. They are the only ones who are
strictly to the “fundamentals,”
likely to stand up against the
relying on a literal interpretapope’s drive for unity. Why is
tion of their book. In Islam,
Luther’s protest over? If the
when it says all infidels must
Bible hasn’t changed since
either be converted, enslaved
Luther, and if the basic pagan
or executed, the fundamentalist
Roman Catholic teachings of
mounts a jihad attack.
the perpetual re-sacrificing of
In fact, it is difficult to
Jesus as a wafer god, and the
find any place on earth where
advocacy of the Virgin Mary
the pope’s “authentic Islam”
goddess haven’t changed, why
#1252 - $10.95
$10 95
is practiced. Violence is perhas the drive for unity been
203 pages
vasive in any nation where
so successful?
paperback
Islam dominates.
Two major factors appear: 1)
A Bible fundamentalists refuses to gen- The Vatican II public relations campaign
uflect when his Book says not to bow to to position Catholicism as just another
idols. And he insists on using a book that church denomination, and 2) moving the
literally translates what God originally Bible text toward more Catholic-friendly
said. This makes the fundamentalists, both versions and ultimately one that all reliMuslim and Christian, the bad guys spoil- gions could accept.
ing the pope’s “unity” dream.
Chick has many publications that docuThe fundamentalists are being given ment Rome’s new smiley face masking her
another label: ideological Christians. unchanging paganism. Daniels’ new book,
In a recent homily, Why They Changed the Bible, traces how
Pope Francis railed she set out to change the Bible to agree
against “ideologi- with her pagan “ideologies.” The boldness
cal Christians who of this pope shows how close Rome is to
have become so the goal of “unity” at any cost.
rigid that they have
Satan sees that his time is short and
lost their faith.” One he is ramping up attacks on true believmust
understand ers worldwide. Our freedom to get the
how Catholicism has true gospel out is rapidly draining away.
twisted terms. To We are fast approaching the time when
“lose the faith,” is to “they shall deceive the very elect,”
#1287- $7.95
#1287
$7 95
abandon trust in the (Matt. 24:24). Beware that you don’t give
125 pages
paperback
pope, not in Jesus. up the “fundamentals.”
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One World...

traditions that basically “make the commandments of God of none effect.” The
main argument is over whether the pope
From page 1
has the right to be boss. “Unity” for
ration conference, Anglican Archbishop them will require resolving two conflicting
Justin Welby gushed: “I pray that the power trips.
nearness of our two inaugurations may
As for Muslims, popes have long held
serve the reconciliation of the world and that they both worship the same god.
the Church.” Both men were
And there is little argument
installed about the same time.
here since neither one of their
For centuries England stood
gods resembles the God of the
firm on God’s preserved words
Bible. But his pledge for “unity”
in English, the King James
has so blinded Pope Francis
Bible, and successfully fought
that, speaking of Muslims, he
off the Vatican attack dogs. Durdeclared: “We must never forget
ing that time, British missionarthat they ‘profess to hold the
ies spread the true gospel deep
faith of Abraham, and togethinto the heart of pagan lands.
er with us they adore the one,
Her navy policed the seas and
merciful God, who will judge
#120 - $2.25
“the sun never set on the British
32 pages
humanity on the last day.’”
comic book
empire.” How far she has fallen
Apparently his interpretation
to this groveling at the feet of the enemy, of the Qur’an is as loose as his readall for the sake of “unity.”
ing of the Bible. To be pope, he has to
As for the Eastern and Russian Ortho- ignore large blocks of the Bible. And to
dox, little differs between Rome and make such a ludicrous interpretation of the
Constantinople. Both rely on unbiblical
See One World... page 14
42c
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A customer who ordered 10,000
This Was Your Life said, “A lady
gave me This Was Your Life
about 6 years ago, just before I
was born again.” L.E., Canada
“I am a criminal defense attorney and give Chick tracts to my
clients, leave them in doctor’s offices, malls, bills....etc. My husband and
I also send them to state prisoners. Such a
satisfying personal ministry. We hope our
19-month-old son will soon get involved!
We are humbled that God has called us
to be a part of this quiet but mighty work
in the Kingdom. ”
M.K., Facebook

“This is the first pamphlet that I read
when I was about 10 years old, and since
then it really inspired me and encouraged
me for years to share the same message
around the world with friends and pastors
that I have in Germany. Holland,
Canada, Israel, and so on.”
M.S., Facebook
“Thanks for standing for
the TRUTH!! And, for
helping the rest of us pass
it on to the lost! L.M., GA
“I leave them wherever I go
and with whoever will accept them.
They were instrumental in my salvation
and my kids read mine whenever I get
a new title.”
C.S., Facebook
Join the conversation...
find “Chick Publications”
on Facebook
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Paperback
128 pages
$7.95
Item #1287

There are over 2,000 mosques in the United States, with more
under construction. In this new book, an American who has lived
in a Muslim country shows how you can present Christ, without
offense or compromise.
This is a mission field coming to your neighborhood.
Muslims CAN be reached!

• He fixes your car.
• She helps in your school.
• Their children play with yours.
• They are Muslim.

They all need Jesus!

10

Saturation Blitz...

From page 6
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Bible study courses. Urling believes that
we should use all means possible to get the
gospel message out.
Missionaries around the world are
reporting back to Chick Publications
the effectiveness of this strategy. Solid
fellowships are being established as the
result of first saturating the communities
with gospel “seed.”
For 2014, Urling plans two blitzes, in

and passengers are handed a “paper
missionary.” Urling’s strategy really got
rolling last November when a handful
of Americans came to Juarez and helped
members of local churches distribute more
than 70,000 tracts in just two days. In open
air meetings held on two differentt
nights, those who made professions
of faith were directed to local
churches for follow up.
Urling says that the main object
of that blitz was to sow seed for
future harvest. “We have observed a
marked decrease in violence in the
entire city in the weeks following
these campaigns. Our soul-winning
efforts become more effective as
we can ask ‘Did you get one of
these yet?’ (A Chick tract). Either
way, it is a great door opener.”
In the picture above, a young
prepares tracts to give to people man
Urling is training local
of the many bus stops where hunat one
believers as pastors and looking to
can be reached in just a few mindreds
neighboring communities where
utes.
they can plant the next churches.
One Mexican pastor commented, “This June and November. His goal is 100,000
time the Americans helped us! It wasn’t us Chick tracts in each, with open air meetings
helping the Americans.”
each night. Urling is appealing to the
Urling sees this as the vision taking churches who support his ministry for
hold in the hearts of the local Christians funds for the tracts. In the past, the Chick
so they will continue using these methods Missions Fund has contributed to make his
to sow the seed in their city! Urling also goal and plans to do so this year if he is not
has an evangelistic website printed on the able to raise full funding.
back of each tract. On the website they can
If you wish to help Urling directly or
read more Chick tracts as well as watch join him for one of these outreaches, you
evangelistic videos and even enroll in may contact him through his website:
www.2EveryCreature.com
This is just one example of projects
that the Chick cusor
tomers support for
d
missionaries around
the world. If youu
p
would like to help
Urling or any otherr
missionary, pleasee
see page 11 for
more information
about the Chick
Missions Fund.
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Many Christians want
to provide Chick
tracts to missionaries.

We can help!
We maintain an account called:

The Chick Mission Fund
Although we are not legally structured to give
tax-deductible receipts, we definitely know how to get literature into
missionaries’ hands. They often write to us asking if anyone can help them
get Chick tracts.

“We have arrived here in Madagascar and we have met with
great success in handing out the Chick tracts. We cannot “keep
them on the shelf.” We all enjoy handing them out whenever and
wherever we can. It is a blessing to see people stop where they
are standing and just read the tracts. I saw one woman read her
tract twice! Thank you so much for your prayers and giving!”
S.R., Madagascar
Praise the Lord for the fast work on the tracts...the Filipinos are
always happy to receive Chick tracts for distribution. I have never
seen them more excited over receiving Gospel materials of any
kind
k
than when they receive the tracts.
Thank you again.
D.W., Philippines
100% of the funds you send to the Chick
Mission Fund are used to ship literature
to missionaries.
We receive requests frequently from
missionaries who need your help. Just
during recent months, shipments have been
provided for:

China

Pakistan
Romania

Hungary

Italy

Philippines

France

Costa Rica

Germany

Guyana

India

Poland

Trinidad
Guatemala

Netherlands
Burma

Will you help?

Russia
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One World Bible for One
World Religion

The recently discovered involvement of
the Jesuits in the modern Bible versions
gives new meaning to the fact that the
new pope is a Jesuit. For centuries, the
Society of Jesus, aka, the Jesuit Order,
has shunned such a high profile position.
Their strategy of bringing the world under
the power of the pope has been to work
behind the scenes, becoming confessors

Israel...
From page 4
correlation. One of the first ones is so
obscure that little record was made of the
details. It involves a Nazi training camp
on —Long Island, New York. McTernan’s
family lived just 10 miles from there in the
late 1930s. His research turned up 65 Nazi
chapters across America seriously coloring
America’s attitude toward the Jews. Even
notables like Henry Ford were caught up in
the anti-Jewish vitriol.
As McTernan’s elders related stories of
the Nazi sentiment and the local training
camp, he learned of another simultaneous
event. On page 34, McTernan lists parallel
headlines from September, 1938 newspapers
detailing America’s compromise with
Hitler’s advance in Europe against the
Jews and a monster hurricane zeroing in on
Long Island. The storm destroyed the Nazi
training camp and everything else for miles
around. The author lists dozens of other
“coincidences” right up to the present day
as America’s official policies have turned
decidedly against Israel and Jerusalem.
Nine of FEMA’s ten most expensive natural
disasters can be traced to the U.S. pressuring
Israel, including twenty such disasters since
1992, costing over one billion dollars each.
McTernan shows over and over that
there is terrible destruction and judgment
promised to any nation whose leaders would
dare to part (divide) God’s land to give a
portion to anyone else, even the Palestinian
refugees. Modern American history proves
that God keeps His promises.

of the powerful and educators of the next
generation of world leaders.
The Jesuit general is also known as the
“black pope.” It has long been assumed
that he was close to the power center
of the Vatican universe. One Jesuit told
author David W. Daniels that the pope was
basically a Jesuit puppet.
Daniels’ latest book, Why They Changed
the Bible, describes how Jesuits have been
influencing Bible societies since their
founding, and Bible translation projects for
over 150 years. Their success in shifting the
Bible text to accommodate Roman Catholic
dogma allows them a new boldness in
pushing the “unity” agenda. Almost all
modern versions now are based on Roman
Catholic approved manuscripts.
A generation ago, Roman Catholics were
discouraged from reading the Bible. When
the King James Version dominated, Rome’s
teachings on the Eucharist and the Virgin
Mary goddess stood in stark contrast to
scripture. Readers of the KJV could clearly
see the false teaching. Now, the trend
is clear toward a Bible whose “fuzzy”
wording leaves room for Roman dogma.
Apparently, the Vatican no longer fears
for their people to read the Bible. In the
past, excommunication, inquisition or death
was pronounced upon anyone who dared
read the Bible for himself, without the
“church” to interpret it for him. Now they
have Catholic Bible studies.
They have cleverly convinced Protestants
that it is because “mother church” has
changed. But if you scratch the surface you
find that the basic pagan teachings of wafer
god, Virgin Mary goddess, salvation by
works, confession to a priest, indulgences,
and purgatory have not changed.
So, what did change? Daniels proves
that it is the Bible that has changed. The
Jesuit calendar is measured in 100+-year
plans. In the early 1800s, a decision was
made to abandon violence in fighting the
Reformation. Instead of trying to stamp
See One World Bible... page 14
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One World Bible for
One World Religion

NEW
BOOK
David Daniels quotes Bible
translation leaders, from their
own writings, in which they
admit they are trying to make
major Bible changes without
being noticed.
Some even compromised with
Islam to eliminate Jesus as
God’s Son.

Paperback
288 pages
$12.95
Item #220

14

One World...
From page 8
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One World Bible...
From page 12

Qur’an requires equally large blind spots. out the Bible and execute all the Bible
He must also brush off the millions of believers, Daniels says they decided to
“Christians” who have been murdered, or “fix” the Bible.
Thus began a clandestine, multihad to migrate out of extreme persecution
century campaign to change the Bible
in Muslim dominated lands.
Pope Francis has also held numerous where it contradicted their pagan doctrines.
meetings with “representatives of other They resurrected corrupted manuscripts
faiths.” In their attendance he claimed to from the waste baskets of history and
see “a tangible sign of the will to grow maneuvered them into the translation
in mutual esteem and cooperation for the process as foundation documents for future
“revisions.” Jesuits were welcomed onto
common good of humanity.”
In a recent Apostolic Exhortation, translation committees and Bible society
Evangelii Gaudium, Pope Francis even boards of directors to help develop an
resurrected an obscure teach“interconfessional Bible.”
ing of Roman Catholicism to
As usual, anyone who tries
crack open the back door for
to “compromise” with Rome
everyone: “Non-Christians, by
eventually learns it is a oneGod’s gracious initiative, when
way street. Popes brag that
they are faithful to their own
the Catholic “church” never
consciences, can live ‘justified
changes. They stress working
by the grace of God,’ and thus
on common ground such as
be ‘associated to the paschal
abortion and “evangelization,”
mystery of Jesus Christ.’”
but if Protestants look closely,
But the Bible is clear that
they are helping promote
#187 - $11.95
those who rebel against Christ’s
a false gospel of salvation
224 pages
free gift of salvation will have
by works and submission
paperback
no part in His kingdom. And,
to “Mother Church,” in the
Rome’s Magisterium clearly states that name of “unity.” Eventually, all roads DO
there is no salvation outside the “church.” lead to Rome.
Neither the Bible nor even Catholic tradiDaniels shows that, not only are the
tion need stand in the way of this “unity.” modern Bible versions resting on the
When Jesus prayed for unity it was not quicksands of polluted manuscripts, but the
for the believers to be one with the world, venerable Wycliffe Bible Translators are
but that they would “be one” with each now exclusively using a Greek text approved
other. The pope’s promotion of another by Rome for its “interconfessional”
gospel disqualifies him to be included in qualities. Catholic missionaries readily use
Christ’s prayer.
Wycliffe-SIL translations to entice native
It certainly does not include Muslims tribes into Rome’s spider web of baptized
and other unbiblical “religious traditions.” paganism. Only Bible-believers, who trust
In fact, the Apostle Paul was emphatic: God’s preserved words in the King James
“Be ye not unequally yoked together with Bible, are equipped to resist the tide toward
unbelievers,” (2 Cor. 6:14).
one world Bible for one world religion.

Unity...

If you look beyond the emotion, any unity
will only come to those who throw out the
From page 2
preserved Bible, which clearly says, “Come
tion. God has called Chick Publications out of her, my people, that ye be not partakto remind the church why millions died ers of her sins, and that ye receive not of
for “protesting” the idolatry of the pope. her plagues,” (Rev. 18:4).
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